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Business Redefined

KOMPETENT - ENABLING GLOBALIZATION
ENABLING GROWTH & SUCCESS
Most of the developed markets have seen a huge slowdown in their economies for
prolonged periods. While it was a challenge for most of the enterprises to deal with
the slowdown, it also presented a huge opportunity for these enterprises to expand
their operations beyond the boundaries that they had limited themselves. Globalization has helped most of the organizations make up for the slowdown. Most of the
global enterprises are looking at entering markets in developing nations to secure

CORE AREAS

their organizations future during uncertain times. As these markets are quite complex, they need local players to leverage on their domestic knowledge to penetrate
the markets. Identifying a partner with the right credentials is very critical for their



BUSINESS CONSULTING

expansion. Kompetent Biz Experts was established in 2010 to assist the global en-



PRODUCT PROMOTION

terprises identify and align with the right partners not only in India but globally. For



SUPPLIER SELECTION

over a decade, Kompetent Biz Experts have helped many multinational companies



OPERATIONS SETUP



SALES



MARKETING

expand their operations globally mainly in the domains of Energy, Defense Equipment, Aerospace, Agriculture, Green Products and Information Technology.

OUR PARTNERSHIPS
THAT ARE ALIGNED TO OUR CORE VALUES
Kompetent Biz Experts have established successful partnerships with enterprises
that are aligned and support our core values. Our partners are from different geographies and have the best products in their respective domains. Below are some of
our partners
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CLEAN & RENEWAL ENERGY PRODUCTS
We strongly believe that every individual has an obligation to be sensitive towards the
environment and preserve it for the future generations. Kompetent has been doing its
part by promoting a host of green solutions/products across different industries.
Our product portfolio includes



MaxR 100™ contains an element that increases the lubricity of refrigerant oil
thereby significantly reducing mechanical coefficient of friction between the parts
resulting in reduced wear, tear and maintenance, on the equipment. Independent
lubricity testing reports that untreated refrigerant oil samples failed under pres-

BUSINESS DOMAINS

sures of 300 psi. Samples tested with MaxR100 did not even fail at the tests maximum pressure of 4,500 psi.



ENERGY



HEALTH CARE



ARICULTURE



WATER SOLUTIONS



DEFENCE EQUIPMENT



TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS



CYBER SECURITY
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MaxR 200™ Anti Friction Lubricant’s negatively activated molecules strongly bond
with the positive charge of metal (intermetallic compound technology), creating a
microscopic protective layer between friction causing parts. This bond substantially decreases the effects of dry-starts, oxidation, cavitation and other factors that
cause equipment wear. MaxR200 reduces fuel consumption, typically in the 3%8%+ range



MaxR 300™ Diesel Fuel Enhancer is an advanced additive designed to protect
equipment by combating the harmful effects of today's fuels while improving performance and increasing the useful life of any diesel engine. It is light amber in
color and is compounded from pure petroleum products and their derivatives



Rentar™ The Rentar Fuel Catalyst is placed on the fuel lines of diesel engines in
trucks, ships, trains, off road vehicles, other diesel burning engine applications
and boiler/furnaces. As fuel passes through the Rentar fuel catalyst – a unique,
cylindrical device using precisely manufactured combinations of rare earth elements and refined metals – reactions are triggered that allow the fuel to burn
more efficiently



The SolarMill™ Developed in an effort to provide more consistent energy generation than a “wind only” or “solar only” system, a first-of-its-kind, fully integrated,
“HYBRID” renewable energy product. It incorporates 3 vertical axis wind turbines
(VAWT) with P.V. technology within a compact footprint, creating the greatest
energy density of any product on the market. The hybrid concept of the SolarMill®
is unique, seamlessly integrating wind and solar energy generation in a single unit.
This allows the product to be an effective solution in markets where the natural
resources available for wind or solar energy generation alone do not justify investment
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AQUA & AGRICULTURE PRODUCTS

With an aim to provide technologies that reduce the use of harsh chemicals that
negatively affect humans, animals and the environment, we have carefully handpicked products that are affordable and eco friendly. These products extensively use
naturally available materials to provide results that not only match but exceed the
performance of chemically formulated products.
Our product portfolio includes



ecoAgra™ is described as a plant health wash, and in this respect its ability to
rapidly increase growth of biomass and subsequent crop yield, provides many

AREAS OF OPERATIONS

attributes which makes it a single product that can be successfully used on all
crops.



SOUTH ASIA



MIDDLE EAST ASIA



SOUTH EAST ASIA



NORTH AMERICA

nology penetrates deep into soil, separating it from the substrate. A USDA Bio



AFRICA

Preferred product, listed on the Federal Procurement Program (FP), & complies



ecoClean™ is formulated entirely from plant extracts and is hypoallergenic, non
-toxic & non-fuming. It does not contain fragrances or dyes, and effectively
cleans tough dirt & grease without harsh chemicals. The colloidal micelle tech-

with applicable OSHA, SARA, SNAP, USEPA and USDA regulations for safety



ecoSolv™ Water Structuring Unit’s unique design accomplishes one of nature's
greatest miracles of regeneration and renewal by mimicking the natural vortexing motion of water as it falls to the earth as rain and tumbles along a mountain
stream, creating a measurable increase in water's ability to hydrate and nourish
plant and animal tissues, penetrate soils and conserve water. This causes crops
and livestock (and people too!) to grow better and healthier

AFFORDABLE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS
As part of our endeavor to keep our society healthy, we promote reliable and affordable medical devices, generic drugs, affordable oncology drugs along with probiotic
products that enable healthy living. All our medical devices are FDA, CE and ISO certified. Our Health Supplements are FDA approved
Our product portfolio includes



Medical Devices: Cardiovascular Stents, Coronary Balloon Catheters, CVC Kits,
Disposables
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Medicines: Generic Medicines, Oncology Medicines



Wellness Products: Probiotic Products

ICT SOLUTIONS
For over a decade, we have been providing ICT solutions to our customers. With the
advent of newer technologies and platforms, we understand that more and more
organizations need expert guidance to enable business transformation through ICT
solution implementation. Most of the organizations across the world have embarked on major transformational programs to align their business to the latest digital trends. We have been assisting our customers convert themselves into digital
enterprises.
Our areas of expertize includes

PARTNER NETWORK


U.S.A



U.A.E



TAIWAN



PHILLIPPINES



ISRAEL



INDIA



AFRICA



Consulting



Program/Project Management



Mobile Application Development



Cyber Security



Smart Cities



Application Testing Services

DEFENCE EQUIPMENT
World has been witnessing an upsurge in security incidents and the law enforcement agencies have stepped up their vigil. Most of the law enforcement units are
moving from reactive law enforcement to proactive law enforcement. Hence, there
is a huge surge in procurement of defence equipment. Kompetent Biz Experts
through their partners offer a wide range of products to law enforcement and border patrol agencies. We also manufacture some of the defense equipment.
Our product portfolio includes
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Binoculars of different range



Night Vision Equipment



Thermal Vision Equipment



Laser Rang Finders



Muzzle bore sights



Body Armor



Bullet proof Helmets

BUSINESS CONSULTING
Kompetent Biz Experts was established in 2010 to assist the global
enterprises identify and align with the right partners not only in India
but globally. For over a decade, Kompetent Biz Experts have helped
many multinational companies expand their operations globally
namely in Energy, Defense Equipment, Aerospace, Agriculture, Green
Products and Information Technology. Kompetent Biz Experts and
through its partner network have deep understanding of global markets and strong network to enable global expansion across Middle
East Asia, South Asia, South East Asia, Europe and Africa.
We offer the following expert services



Business re-engineering



Turnaround consulting



Identification and setup of global manufacturing facilities



Align global partners



Develop global marketing strategies



Product promotion
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KOMPETENT BIZ EXPERTS
http://kompetent-biz.com
info@kompetent-biz.com
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